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NJBA needs help with social media

attend. There is no charge to attend, but we will hold
an IITH fund raiser, so please bring a donation to that
and cash to buy tickets.
Sunday, May 17. Walnford Day
We will be demonstrating blacksmithing again at
Historic Walnford. NJBA members are welcome to
come forge, and everybody is welcome to come
watch. The park rangers usually provide a spread of
food for the volunteers. Contact NJBA Director Bruce
Freeman for further information.
Annual Picnic and Tailgate Sale at EJOT,
Sunday, Sept. 20, 10 AM - 4 PM
NJBA will be holding this event at East Jersey Old
Town in Piscataway. (We couldn’t get a September
date for this at the Red Mill.) We are looking into
bringing in a paid demonstrator. EJOT is on River
Road, just west of the Rutgers Stadium and can be
reached from NJ Route 18 or from I-287. Further inMany of our meets feature an “Iron in the Hat”
drawing (fund raiser), so be sure to bring a contribu- formation will appear in the next newsletter.
Gas Forge Workshop, Date TBD
tion and cash to buy tickets. Tailgate sales are perWe still intend to hold a workshop to construct a
mitted at many of our events. See p. 2 for Directors’
gas forge for each participant. We are making some
contact information.
progress on the design for this forge but have yet to
Saturday, April 4. Workshop - How to Finish a construct a prototype, so must delay further announceDamascus Billet for a Knife Blade
ments until later.
Mark Morrow, a professional swordsmith, will show
Fall (?) Anvil- and Vise-Jaw Repair Workshop
you how to take a Damascus billet and turn it into a
There has been some interest in running another
knife. Some of our members have made such billets
anvil-repair
workshop, but as of this issue we have
in Mark’s Damascus workshops, but those who haveonly
two
anvils
on the list to be repaired. We’ll need
n’t can purchase a billet from Mark for $100. The fee
at
least
three
more
before running this workshop
for the workshop will be $125. You will also be guidwould
be
feasible.
If you have an anvil you’d like to
ed in the making of a knife handle. Some experience
repair, please contact NJBA Director Tom Santorequired. Contact NJBA Director Mark Morrow for
mauro. The price per anvil has not yet been set, but
further information.
the last one was $150, and prices for welding rod and
Saturday May 2. Spring Membership Meeting MIG wire are up since then, so an increase can be anNJBA will hold a membership meeting at Marticipated. Final price will depend upon the condition
shall’s shop. Mark Morrow will demonstrate the forg- of your anvil, and you may have to submit photoing of a tomahawk. All members are encouraged to

Most of you know NJBA has a webpage, namely
NJBlacksmiths.org. However many of you probably
don’t know that NJBA has a presence on Facebook
and IForgeIron, and we even used to have a Yahoo
group.
And that’s exactly the problem. These social media
present an opportunity to connect with younger folk,
one which we are not exploiting for lack of a volunteer to handle them. Even our webpage is in limbo
since Ryan Amos ran out of time to spend on it.
Therefore NJBA is actively soliciting help from our
membership in exploiting such social media. If you
have the time and know how to do any of this, please
get in touch with the NJBA Board to let us know.

Upcoming Events

Upcoming Events, continued on p.3

Bruce Freeman, editor
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Thomas Santomauro

William Barrett

Ben Suhaka
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Larry Brown

Eric Cuper
David Ennis
Bruce Freeman
Mark Morrow
Bruce Ringier

Blacksmith Coal and Coke
Available to NJBA Members

NJBA purchased ten tons of “nut” coal of good
analysis. In addition to our using it for our
demonstrations, this coal will be available for
purchase by NJBA members at 20¢ per pound, on a
bring-your-own-bag and bag-it-yourself, honorsystem basis. The coal is located across the drive
from the larger door to Marshall’s pole barn,
formerly the site of the coke pile. We still have some
coke available at the same price, behind this same
bin. (Walk around by the path to the left of the bin,
but watch for poison ivy.) Plastic bags of at least 3mil thickness are recommended. (A spring balance,
not legal for trade, has been mounted beside the bin
for your convenience in estimating only.) Please
inquire of Marshall Bienstock for more information
and to make payment.

NJBA’s Official Address
NJBA, P.O. Box 224
Farmingdale, NJ 07727-9998
NJBA’s Website:
http://www.njblacksmiths.org
NJBA Newsletter:
Will be found on our website (above). Look for
“Current Newsletter” and/or “Newsletter Archive.”
NJBA’s Facebook Page:
https://www.facebook.com/njblacksmiths/
NJBA’s IForgeIron subforum:
Scroll down at https://www.iforgeiron.com/.

We like to thank those who joined
NJBA as Business Members:
Marshall Bienstock
Bruce Freeman, editor
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“The Oliver, or Small
Lift-Hammer.”
The hammer head is
about 17 lbs and the
handle is 24”-30” long.
From: The Practical
Metal-Worker’s
Assistant,
by Oliver Byrne,
H.C. Baird, Publisher, c.
1871
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Upcoming Events, continued from p.1

graphs so we can make an assessment.
Steel Bloom Smelt, Date TBD
Although we still hope to hold a steel smelt
demonstration, difficulties obtaining supplies have
put it off to some date to be determined.

Open Forge Meets
(See “Rules for Participation in
NJBA Hands-On Events”)

Rules for Participation in
NJBA Hands-On Events
These rules apply to workshops, open forge meets,
demonstrations with hands-on components, etc.
 Participation in NJBA-sponsored hands-on events
is limited to adults (i.e., 18 years or older). This
rule was effected as of December 4, 2016.
(Note: This policy does not apply to open forge meets and
similar events that are sponsored or co-sponsored by youthoriented organizations such as scouts, 4H groups, schools or
other venues, including the Holcombe-Jimison Blacksmith
Shop.)

Monday Night Open Forge, Howell, NJ
NJBA Director Marshall Bienstock hosts an open  Workshops are open only to NJBA members, but
forge meet every Monday evening at 7 PM, except nonmembers may join by paying dues when they
major holidays. (Please call ahead on holidays to
register.
make sure the forge will be open.)
 All workshop fees are due upon registering. Any
Donations for Marshall’s Open Forge Meet
materials fee is not refundable. A workshop fee is
Those partaking of the open forge meet at Marrefundable only if your place in the workshop is
shall’s shop will find a donation box under the signfilled by another person.
in sheet. This is an attempt by the NJBA Board to
 If you only want to watch the workshop, the fee is
offset the costs of running this open forge meet.
half the workshop fee.
Contributions will be collected on the honor system,
 Workshops are intended for the purpose of teaching
with a suggested donation of $1-$2 per person per
certain skills and/or completing certain projects,
evening. A limited supply of steel stock is available
and are subject to the authority of the workshop
(behind middle forge, where you’ll also see a list of
leader or instructor. Accordingly (as per a vote of
suggested donations to offset the value of the steel).
the NJBA Board on Jan. 28, 2018.):
Sunday Open Forge, Smithtown, LI, NY
 The participant shall work only on the project at
From the beginning of November through the end
hand and not on any other projects, without
of April, Ron Grabowski will open his forge in
exception. (Note: Any NJBA member may attend an
Smithtown, LI, NY, to NJBA members. Please call
NJBA open forge meeting to work on his own project.)
ahead to confirm and get directions: 631-265-1564.  Every participant will be required to follow the
Ronsforge@aol.com
instructions of the workshop leader, especially
any instructions pertaining to safety, or he may be
Sunday Open Forge, Lambertville, NJ
ejected.
The Holcombe-Jimison Farmstead and Museum
and Blacksmith Shop will be open on Sunday after-  A person who has a history of failure to follow
instructions may be refused admission to any
noons from 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM starting on the first
workshop, at the sole discretion of the workshop
Sunday in May until the last Sunday in October.
leader.
The shop is located at 1605 Daniel Bray Highway
(Re. 29) just north of Lambertville, NJ. (holcombejimison.org, 609-397-2752) Anyone, blacksmith,
“A portable forge …
novice, beginner or anyone wishing to try smithing
made
entirely of iron….
for the first time is welcome. (Note: The Museum
The bellows are … worked
is not subject to NJBA’s age restriction.) There is
by a treadle.”
an annual fee of $25.00 due on the first day of your
From: The Practical
arrival. This is for insurance purposes only. You are
Metal-Worker’s
Assistant,
welcome to come and work on any Sunday we are
by
Oliver
Byrne,
H.C.
open, the only Sunday we are closed is to attend the
Baird, Publisher, c. 1871
annual meeting and picnic.
Bruce Freeman, editor
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NJBA T-Shirts Available

NJBA T-shirts are still available for purchase.
These navy blue heavy-duty pocket T’s bear the anvil
logo on the pocket and the vise logo on the back.
Prices are $20 for sizes M, L & XL, or $25 for sizes
2XL & 3XL. The NJBA Sweatshirts are still
available at $25 each for all sizes.
The 2020 ABANA Conference …
These T-shirts and sweatshirts may be purchased
… is only 4:23 hours away! (That’s what Google at the above prices at our Monday evening open
Maps tells me, so it must be true!)
forge meet at Marshall’s Farm, and we expect to have
Below is a brief announcement of the conference. them available as well at our upcoming workshops
and meets.
The last four pages of this newsletter include a
If you wish to order them by mail, a postage and
more complete announcement, an ABANA
membership application and a 2-page conference handling charge of $10 will be charged for one
sweatshirt or up to two T-shirts. For further
registration form.
You can find more information, as well as these information, contact NJBA Director Bruce Freeman.
If you send money for T-shirts or sweatshirts,
documents, online, at ABANA.org, where you can
please
specify the size(s) desired. It is best to inquire
also join ABANA and register for the conference
before
sending money, as available sizes may be
without resorting to snail mail.
limited.
Do yourself a favor and register for a conference
you’d regret missing.

Bruce Freeman, editor
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Announcements from the ABANA
President

by Leigh Morrell
I have some very exciting news to share. Three
items concerning the 2020 ABANA conference in
Saratoga, NY.
1.The ABANA board has negotiated with Hereford
College of Arts for the exhibit – ‘Measured
Making – 150 mm Challenge’ as seen in 4 pages
of the Anvil’s Ring 2019 Summer issue. It will
premiere at the 2020 conference and then tour the
United States for a period of 18 months. Board
member Laura Armstrong is heading up this
committee and is seeking likely galleries,
museums, and other venues to book this fabulous
exhibit. If you have contacts you wish for her to
investigate, please email her at
exhibition@abana.org.
2.The ABANA board has made arrangements with
the Fisher Factory Anvil Museum to bring a Fisher
exhibit to the 2020 conference. Last seen at the
2014 Harrington, DE conference, this is a fabulous
cross section of the manufactory of the longest
lasting American anvil maker. Along with this
exhibit, Josh Kavett will be introducing his newly
published history of the Fisher Anvil.
3.Returning, also, at the 2020 conference will be
John Dittmeier’s ‘ABANA Time Line’ for your
enjoyment and there will be a copy available for
your bidding at the auction at the close of the
conference.
Three very valuable and exciting events included in
your package of registration opportunities at the
2020 Saratoga Conference. Register today at https://
www.eventsquid.com/event.cfm?id=5679
Summary of the Jan. 13th NJBA Board Meeting

In attendance were NJBA Directors Ben Suhaka, Larry
Brown, Marshall Bienstock, Tom Santomauro, Mark Morrow,
Bruce Freeman and Dan Yale.

Equipment. Bruce reported no progress on the
tools and repairs for the six forging stations, nor
volunteers to help work on them. Mark reported
that the new firepot has been installed in the middle
forge in Marshall's shop. Mark indicated that we
need butcher-block brushes for each forge. Bruce
has some such brushes he can donate.
Mark also reported that additional progress has
been made on upgrading the power hammer: A
bushing has been obtained to allow the new motor to
Bruce Freeman, editor

drive the hammer, but the motor still needs to be
mounted. Mark submitted an expense report of
$105 for lumber, screws, pulley and motor bushing.
This is in addition to the $200 spent on the
replacement motor.
Proposed Workshops. Larry reported no further
progress on the crane-rail anvils. Mark reported he
has not yet built a prototype of the gas forge for the
proposed workshop.
Social Media. We still lack a person to handle
social media for us, since Ryan no longer has time
for this. Mark emphasized the need for a change in
both our Facebook page and our website, as nobody
but Ryan currently can post anything. Bruce agreed
to publicize the need in the Newsletter.
The Next Board Meeting was set for April 6.
Membership. Bruce reported our current members
in good standing number 73.
Treasury. Bruce reports paying our insurance for
2020: $503.01.
Anvil-Repair Workshop. Tom reported that only
two people have anvils for repair. We will delay
this event until there are at least five or six anvils to
repair.
Walnford Day. Bruce plans to man this event,
providing his truck is operational. Additional
volunteers would be welcome.
Middlesex County Fair. Bruce reported receiving
a 1099-MISC from the Fair Association. This is
objectionable because it classifies our compensation
as if it were wages and may complicate our financial
recordkeeping. On Mark's motion, the Board agreed
to decline participation in the 2020 Fair.
September Picnic and Tailgate Sale. Bruce
reported that we are working on getting this event to
be hosted by East Jersey Old Town in Piscataway.
Discussions have been delayed but are anticipated
soon.
Workshop on Finishing Damascus. A number of
our members have participated in Marks' Damascus
workshops. Mark proposes to show how to take the
billet and turn it into a knife. The price would be
$125, with an additional $100 for a billet of
Damascus if the participant lacks one.
Monthly Meetings. In years past, NJBA held
monthly, or near-monthly, meetings. We have had
difficulty doing this in the past few years. Mark
suggested reinstating this practice. He is willing to
hold a tomahawk-forging demonstration in May.
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From:

Bituminous Bits November - December 2018

Forging With Corn

By Steve Alford, Athens, Alabama

I knew something was up as soon as I arrived for the
January 2019 meeting of Athens Forge. Al Stephens
met me with a big grin. “You need to take a picture of
the forge.” So I walked on through the shop, passing
the donuts and the cookies, and found Dustin Patterson
starting the fire in the forge. And noticed that the fuel
was… yellow. Yellow? Yes, yellow. The fuel for the
day was feed corn instead of coal!
Al had seen this idea on the iforgeiron.com online
forum, and decided to give it a try. Compared to coal,
according to Al and Dustin, corn burns faster, without
clinker. For public demonstrations or nearby
neighbors, corn smells a lot better than coal when it
burns.

Dustin Patterson tending the corn fire. The
yellow kernels are visually jarring to one
used to coke and coal!

A 50 pound bag of feed corn costs about $8. Athens
Forge is currently selling 50 pound bags of coal for
$15. I noticed that the bag of corn provided about an
hour and 20 minutes of forging time. I'm pretty sure
that 50 pounds of coal lasts longer than that, but now
that I'm thinking about it, I don't really know how
much forging time I get from a bag of coal. Certainly
the answer to “how much forging time do I get?” has
to be “it depends.” There are a lot of variables: forge
de-sign, fire management style, does the work call for
lots of welding, or heating heavy sections quickly, or
is the pace more relaxed with slower heats on smaller
pieces?
Someone asked about using wood pellets, as are sold
for pellet-type grills. That would be another
The corn burned down to look more like a
experiment to try! I think the question of how much
coal/coke fire after a while. There was a
forging we get from different fuels is worth
considering. Anyone who cares to really keep track, or feeling that the fire was quite hot, but didn't
just share a story, what type of fuel and forge do you
use, and how long does your fuel last?
Bituminous Bits is the newsletter of the Alabama Forge
Council. Steve Alford is the Bits editor

Editor’s Note:
In my experience, wood pellets burn rapidly and
make good kindling, but maybe not so much as the
main forge fuel. FWIW, Marshall had a corn
customer who used the corn in his pellet stove.
-BF
Bruce Freeman, editor
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Speciality Tongs by Jr. Strusil
Reprinted from PBA Newsletter February 1994
We are always looking for little kinks or tricks of the trade or devices that are realetivily simple and will make working at the anvil easier.
Shown here is a tong design that I have developed that make working iron at the anvil easier in the respect that 2 pair, a small pair and a
large pair will handle almost any size or shape of material that you may wish to work. They make it easier in the respect that you basical-ly
need not look through many pair of tongs for the right one. This design will securely hold round, square, flat, hex and angle iron. They will
also work as pickup tongs and will securely hold tapered pieces. As each size will hold several different sizes of the various shapes, a small
pair and a large pair will replace approximately 40 pair of speciality tongs.

Bruce Freeman, editor
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Dave Smucker's Vise Anvil or Detailing Wedge
by Bruce Freeman

Oblique View

I was in the process of including Dave's article on
his vise anvil from about five years ago when I
noticed that, on the only copy I could find, there was
a break in the text that I couldn't bridge. In
addition, I couldn't paste the copy I had into the
NJBA Newsletter without severe loss in quality,
making it almost illegible. Therefore I've
reproduced his drawings and I'm giving a one-page
summary of the tool and of what Dave had to say
about it.
"[A] most useful accessory for your vise is what I
call a vise anvil or detailing wedge. ... It lets you
clamp hot items in your vise and then use hand held
punches, chisels and other tools to put details into
the item you are working on. If you want to make
things like wizards, dragons etc. it is a tool that is
very very useful.
"The size of the block is not important, nor does the
angle of the wedge have to be some exact value -many different sizes and angles will work. Mine is
made out of 2 1/2 x 2 1/2 square stock because that
is what I had, but smaller sizes will work just fine.
Mine is cut at a 30-degree angle, and that is about
right but other angles will work too. To the bottom
of the wedge is arc welded a length of 1/4 x 1 inch
bar stock that is several inches longer than the
wedge. On the end of this wedge is welded a tab
that keeps the block from falling off the vise when
open. The extension of this bottom bar clamps both
the wedge and your work piece when you close the
vise.”
Editor’s Note:
Dave’s vise anvil requires a solid steel wedge,
which may be desirable for heavy, downward
hammering, but is not needed for all applications. A
similar tool can be fabricated from steel plate,
obviating the need to angle-cut a heavy steel block.
I believe Atticus McFadden-Keesling, who
demonstrated recently at the Gichner Memorial
Hammer-In in Maryland, used a vise anvil
constructed in this manner. Unfortunately, I did not
get a photograph of his vise anvil.

Bruce Freeman, editor
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The Magic Bender
for Bench or Vise
by Al Butlak

From the Anvils Chorus, Winter, 2019
(Illustrations and captions slightly reworked by
Bruce Freeman)

Bruce Freeman, editor
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Reprinted from the Virginia Blacksmith Newsletter, Nov. 2019
Bruce Freeman, editor
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Reprinted from the New England Blacksmith Newsletter, Fall 2019

Bruce Freeman, editor
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New Jersey Blacksmith Association, P.O. Box 224, Farmingdale, NJ 07727-9998

NJBA Membership Renewal, Ballot, and Volunteers' List
If you want to receive printed Newsletters by mail, please remit an extra $10.
Mail completed form, along with check for any amount due, to:
NJBA Election, P.O. Box 224, Farmingdale, NJ 07727-9998
Name ____________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip _____________________________________________________
Phone Number(s): __________________________________________________
Your correct Email address is essential if you don’t care to pay $10 extra for a mailed Newsletter!
Please Print Clearly!

Email address ______________________________________________________
My check is enclosed:
For printed Newsletters:

[ ] $20 (regular membership dues), or
[ ] $40 (business membership dues)
[ ] $10 subscription fee (for paper copies of Newsletter)

NJBA Volunteers List

"Please put my name on the list of potential volunteers:" (Circle all that apply.)
Availability: Saturdays
Sundays
Weekdays
Interests:
Demonstrating
Coaching Novices
Assisting at Workshops
Blacksmithing Experience: Novice
Intermediate Experienced Professional
Other Experience:
Weldor
Fabricator
Other Metalwork
Writer
Editor
Photographer
Videographer
Facebook Contributor* IForgeIron Contributor* Website Manager*
Other:

* Note: NJBA has a pressing need for help with social media!
Bruce Freeman, editor
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